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 الدنيا غالبا تُؤَخُذ    وما نيل المطالب بالتمني ولكن " 
 "إذا اإلقدامُ كان لهْم ِركابا  استعصى على قوٍم منال  وما  

 (1868 -1932)  احمد شوقي

“Wishful thinking cannot realize your demands, but hard working in life will. 

And there is nothing impossible for a nation, if boldness was their main drive.” 

Ahmed Shawki (1868-1932) 

 

 

 "و من ال يحب صعود الجبال يعش ابد الدهر بين الحفر " 
 (1909 -1934)ابو القاسم الشابي  

“He who has an aversion to climbing mountains, will pass his days and nights 

in ditches and holes.” 

Abul Qassim Al-Chabbi (1909- 1934)  

 

 

“Let me tell you the secret that has led to my goal. My strength lies solely in my 

tenacity.” 

Louis Pasteur (1822-1895)  
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ABSTRACT 

The power of gene therapy lies in their capacity to target a disease on a genetic level. Nucleic 

acid containing therapeutics can be utilized to treat, diagnose or prevent a possible disease or 

condition. However, the successful delivery of such molecules constitutes a major limitation. 

The field of gene therapy is revolving around finding the ideal balance between efficacious 

and safe delivery of gene therapeutics and oligonucleotides (ONs). Different chemistries and 

delivery vectors were investigated for such purpose. In paper I, the synergism between low 

generation peptide dendrimers and lipids demonstrated high transfection efficiency of splice-

switching ONs compared to peptide dendrimers alone. 20 peptide dendrimers/lipid mixtures 

were tested to deliver a splice-switching ON in a HeLa Luc/705 reporter cell line (a cervical 

cancer cell line). Under serum-free conditions optimal complexes displayed 30-fold higher 

correction levels compared to untreated cells. However, their activity was abolished under 

serum condition. Surprisingly, sucrose addition to the formulation completely restored 

complexes efficacy in the presence of serum. Optimal sucrose-containing formulation altered 

the biodistribution profile more towards the liver and less towards the kidneys following 

systemic delivery in mice. The in vitro and in vivo results obtained with sucrose addition 

demonstrated the potential positive effect of excipient addition on the formulation efficacy 

and biodistribution behavior. 

Paper II was based on our findings in paper I aiming to optimize the transfection efficacy 

under serum conditions. We screened different sugar and polymer excipients with the optimal 

peptide dendrimer and buffer from our previous study. Using this approach, splicing 

correction levels increased to 95-fold higher in a HeLa Luc/705 reporter cell line compared to 

untreated cells. We also noticed the enhancement effects of excipients in other reporter cell 

lines derived from osteosarcoma, hepatocyte-carcinoma and neuroblastoma cells. 

Cytotoxicity assays highlighted the safety of the formulations which encouraged us to check 

their biodistribution in mice. We noticed that biodistribution profiles of the ON were 

influenced by the type of formulations suggesting that excipients can preferentially direct ON 

therapeutics to certain organs.  

Despite the success of the approaches used in papers I and II, the presence of many 

components in the formulation can make them difficult to reproduce. We therefore 

synthesized another class of peptide dendrimers with lipophilic components (fatty acids or 

hydrophobic amino acids) conjugated to their core. In paper III, we screened different 

lipophilic dendrimers and evaluated the efficacy of the transfection of splice-switching ONs 

in reporter cell models. Factors as composition, stereochemistry, and formulation buffer were 



 

 

investigated. We noticed that 3rd generation peptide dendrimers were more efficient than 2nd 

generation peptide dendrimers. The effect of stereochemistry was more evident in 3rd 

generation peptide dendrimers favoring D-amino acid composed dendrimers. Variable results 

were obtained in different cell lines and levels of correction with the optimal formulation 

reached 93-fold over untreated in HeLa Luc/705 cells. Toxicity levels were minimal, yet 

Polyvinyl alcohol 18 (PVA18) addition increased the toxicity of the best candidates. The 

potential efficacy of the lipophilic peptide dendrimers is inspiring for future optimization and 

evaluation of different conjugates and /or cargos.   

Paper IV addressed the possibility to apply a new strategy in which ONs are targeting the 

DNA structure (anti-gene ONs). Such strategy was tested in a Huntington disease (HD) cell 

model. HD is a neurodegenerative disorder caused by CAG•CTG repeat expansion at exon 1 

of Huntingtin gene (HTT) leading to formation of mutant HTT (mHTT) transcript and 

protein. The utilized anti-gene ONs were composed of Locked nucleic acids (LNA)/DNA 

mixmer and are complementary to the template strand of HTT. We were able to down-

regulate HTT mRNA using various anti-gene ONs lengths, LNA content, and fatty acid 

modifications. We observed that high LNA content was necessary for activity. However, ON 

length and phosphorothioate (PS) content had minimal impact. Additionally, ON containing 

palmitoyl-modified LNA were superior to conventional LNA/DNA mixmers in serum 

starvation conditions. Finally, it was apparent that the number and positioning of palmitoyl-

modified LNA nucleotides greatly affected activity. Overall, our screening highlighted 

optimal designs of anti-gene ONs targeting HTT DNA. Further investigation may include 

other chemistries and other classes of trinucleotide repeat (TNR) disorders. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Gene Therapy: Definition, History and Progress 

Gene therapy has adapted a great position among other well-known therapeutic 

categories such as small molecules and protein therapeutics. The possibility to target a 

disease on a genetic level has opened many doors and allowed new treatment options. The 

field of gene therapy includes any nucleic acid containing substance administered to regulate, 

repair, replace, add, supress or delete genetic sequences in the human body for therapeutic, 

diagnostic or prophylactic purposes [1].  

The field has expanded greatly since the seminal works of Waclaw Szybalski’s 

in 1962 as well as Zamecnik and Stephenson in 1978. The former could demonstrate that a 

genetic defect in mammalian cells can be corrected by transferring a functional DNA from 

healthy mammalian cells. He also highlighted that after repairing such a defect, the 

expression of the functional genes will be inherited to the next cell generations [2]. It is worth 

mentioning that in 1972, Theodore Friedmann and Richard Roblin suggested to utilize gene 

therapy for monogenic disorders [3]. However, Zamecnik and Stephenson were the first to 

experimentally highlight the inhibitory action of a synthetic oligonucleotide (ON) on the 

expression of selected cellular genes essential for viral replication [4,5].  

The year 1990 witnessed the first successful gene therapy clinical trial in which 

viral vectors could deliver a functional genetic copy of adenosine deaminase (ADA) gene to 

treat severe combined immunodeficiency [6]. 1998, marked the year of the birth of the first 

FDA approved gene therapy product named “fomivirsen” (Vitravene). This was an antisense 

ON with a phosphorothioate backbone developed to treat cytomegalovirus retinitis [7]. 

Although such an approval highlighted the great potential of gene therapy products, a great 

setback for the gene therapy field occurred in 1999; one year later after the fomivirsen 

approval. The devastating death of Jesse Gelsinger during a clinical trial considerably 

shadowed the success of ON therapy concept in fomivirsen and other promising clinical 

trials  [8]. Nevertheless, critical lessons were acquired from such an event to carefully 

consider the immune responses that might rise from delivery vectors and/or ONs.  

Although Fomivirsen took a lot of credit being the initiator of the ON therapy 

field on a clinical level, it has been withdrawn from the market use owing to reduced clinical 

need. With careful progress in the field we now have several approved gene therapy products 

mostly targeting somatic cells [9]. Moreover, the field of gene therapy has advanced to 
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include genome engineering/editing technologies such as zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), 

transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and CRISPR/Cas (clustered 

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein) [10–12]. ZFNs, 

TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas systems achieve genome editing by inducing double-stranded 

breaks in the DNA that is followed by homology-directed repair (HDR), or nonhomologous 

end joining (NHEJ) repair [10]. Recently, CRISPR/Cas strategies have evolved to be able to 

induce point-mutations in DNA without the need of double-stranded breaks in the DNA [13]. 

It worth mentioning that the Nobel Prize in Chemistry of the year 2020 was awarded to the 

two scientists who initiated the CRISPR/Cas gene-editing technology [14]. 

1.2 Mode of actions of Gene Therapy  

The mode of action of a gene therapy product generally cluster in one of these 

categories (Figure 1): 

• Replace or restore a defective gene with a functional copy (e.g. plasmids, mRNA). 

• Silencing a gene responsible or related to a certain disease (e.g. Antisense gapmers, 

miRNA, siRNA, Anti-gene). 

• Repair a defect in the gene or modify its function by editing or affecting the splicing 

patterns (e.g. splice-switching ONs, CRISPR/Cas gene-editing). 

• Other (e.g Antagomir, Anti-gene, Aptamer, immunogenic ONs) 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration demonstrating different mode of actions of gene therapy. Depending on the 

disease, treatment with gene therapy products usually (but not exclusively) acts by replacing, silencing, or 

repairing a defect in the target gene. This figure was created using BioRender.com 
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1.2.1 Replacement or restoration of a defective gene with a functional copy 

Gene therapy was first perceived and utilized as a treatment for hereditary 

monogenic diseases [15]. Early trials to restore a defective gene function via supplying a 

new, functional one has successfully managed to deliver a functional genetic copy in the 90s 

[6,16,17]. But now, acquired diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, infectious 

diseases, and others are main subjects of most gene therapy-related research and clinical trials 

(Figure 2, A). Additionally, replacing a defective gene with a functional copy (DNA or 

modified mRNA) now comes with different tastes and flavours and can be achieved with the 

assistance of various delivery vectors, mainly viral ones (Figure 2, B). For mRNA, the 

development went from unmodified or slightly modified structures to self-amplifying mRNA 

structures (SAM) [18]. In fact, mRNA therapeutics are drawing massive attention lately being 

utilized in two vaccines for COVID-19. These mRNA vaccines for COVID-19 highlighted 

the great development reached in the fields of oligonucleotide therapeutics and nanoparticle 

delivery systems [19,20]. 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of gene therapy clinical trials worldwide. (A) Pie chart representing the number 

of gene therapy clinical trials per indication. (B) Pie chart representing the number of gene therapy clinical trials 

per vector. Data source: Wiley database on Gene Therapy Trials Worldwide. 

https://a873679.fmphost.com/fmi/webd/GTCT 

1.2.2 Silencing a gene responsible for or related to a certain disease. 

In certain genetic disorders, the underlaying reasons behind the disease or the 

symptoms are related to either overexpression of a certain gene or an expression of a mutated 

version with formation of unfunctional or toxic proteins.  

One way to tackle this issue is to aim to downregulate the target gene using 

ONs targeting mRNA (Antisense ON). These ONs act by targeting specific complementary 

https://a873679.fmphost.com/fmi/webd/GTCT
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sequences in the mRNA and generally degrading or blocking it. Antisense ONs can be 

divided into single stranded sequences (named Gapmers) and sequences acting RNA 

interference (as miRNA and siRNA).  

Gapmers were first reported in the literature by Walder et. al. [21]. These ONs 

are characterized by the presence of a small and continuous sequence of 

deoxyribonucleotides in the middle of the structure referred to as a gap. The importance of 

the gap sequence lies in its ability to bind and degrade the mRNA sequence through 

formation of DNA/RNA duplex and activation of degradation by RNase H activity. This gap 

sequence is flanked from the two sides by chemically modified sequences for protection and 

stability. The success of gampers as a concept promoted more clinical trials and led to the 

approval of three gapmer products by FDA Mipomersen, Inotersen, and Volanesorsen 

[9,22,23]. 

The RNA interference (RNAi) discovery was so ground-breaking that it 

received the Nobel prize in physiology or medicine in 2006 [24]. The RNAi discovery was 

made in 1998 by Andrew Fire and Craig Mello [25], but the application of the concept in 

mammalian cells to achieve downregulation took place in 2001 [26,27]. These studies 

marked the start of a long run to successfully apply RNAi in therapeutic contexts, especially 

siRNA. Several chemical modifications have been tested to improve siRNA performance 

over the years [28]. So far, FDA has approved four siRNA therapeutics (Givosiran, Patisiran, 

Lumasiran, Inclisiran) [9,29–31]. 

It worth mentioning that achieving silencing of a certain gene does not 

necessarily require degradation of the target mRNA. In fact, this can also be done by using 

steric blocking antisense ONs that bind to the complementary sequence on the mRNA and 

hampers the process of translation. 

An interesting extension of steric blocking antisense ONs is anti-gene ONs. 

Anti-gene ONs have emerged as an exciting option since, they can bind and steric block 

complementary sequence on DNA. The steric blocking on DNA level would impede the 

process of translation resulting in decrease in mRNA and protein. The concept was first tested 

using PNA sequences targeting transcription starting sites [32,33]. We successfully 

demonstrated that anti-gene strategy is efficient to downregulating huntingtin mRNA and 

protein in cell models. This was achieved via using LNA/DNA mixmer sequences targeting 

CAG•CTG repeats [34].  
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1.2.3  Repair a defect in the gene or modify its function by editing or 
affecting the splicing patterns. 

Splicing of mRNA plays a central role in regulation of gene expressions in 

mammals (Figure 3), as it allows the possibility of generating multiple functional proteins 

from single pre-mRNA sequence [35]. 

 

Figure 3: A schematic illustration to highlight the concept of alternative gene splicing. DNA is composed of 

exons and introns that are transcribed to give pre-mRNA. The splicing pattern governed by the spliceosomes 

lead to the formation of different mRNA sequences and hence different proteins. The illustration was created 

using BioRender.com 

Ryszard Kole pioneered the concept in his seminal paper in 1993 using steric 

blocking ONs (i.e. splice-switching ONs) that bind and block pre-mRNA [36]. Blocking 

specific sites in pre-mRNA can affect the assembly of spliceosomes and thereby affect the 

splicing pattern. Examples of splice correction include skipping an exon, retention of an 

exon, or restoration of normal correct splicing pattern [37]. Such outcomes can be seen in the 

application of splice-switching ONs to treat DMD, SMA, and β-thalassemia, respectively 

(Figure 4). In fact, FDA has approved four splice-switching ONs for DMD and one for SMA 

so far [9,23]. 
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Figure 4: Common strategies of utilizing splice-switching ONs in gene therapy. a) Exon skipping: A strategy 

used for treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy where the splice-switching ON blocks a splice site or exonic 

splicing enhancer sequence (ESE) in pre-mRNA leading to the skipping of the targeted exon. b) Exon retention: 

A strategy used for treatment of Spinal muscular atrophy. Splice-switching ON binds to exonic splicing silencer 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

Spinal muscular atrophy  

β-Thalassemia 
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(ESS) sequences and promotes exon retention. c) Restoration of correct splicing: In case of diseases as β-

thalassemia, mutation in intron sequence can create aberrant splice sites and interfere with the translational 

reading frame. Blocking aberrant splicing sites using splice-switching ON restores the proper splicing pattern 

and the correct reading frame. Adapted with permission from Springer Nature [37]. 

Related to editing, the development of CRISPR-based therapeutics gave a great 

leap for the fields of gene therapy and life sciences. The concept of gene editing is not new, 

zinc fingers and TALENs were also utilized for gene editing but their mechanism of action 

depend on direct binding of the protein to DNA target. In other words, the protein needed to 

be redesigned for each target DNA site. However, CRISPR superiority for genome editing 

lies in its versatility and specificity. There is no need to redesign the protein because the DNA 

binding is established using a small RNA sequence (guide RNA) that can be easily changed 

according to the target sites [38]. However, gene editing using CRISPR technologies is still 

facing some challenges related to delivery, safety and efficacy [39]. 

1.2.4 Other modes of action. 

Certain classes of ONs have different targets and serve different purposes. 

Antagomirs for example are a class of ONs designed to intervene with cellular regulation 

processes by targeting endogenous miRNA and likely upregulating certain genes.  

On the other hand, aptamers are single stranded ONs that have the flexibility to 

fold into secondary structures and bind specific protein targets. Pegaptanib is an FDA 

approved aptamer that targets and binds vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) protein 

impeding it from binding to its receptor [9].  

Anti-gene ONs can have a different mode of action. Anti-gene ONs were 

previously mentioned as an example of ONs that can silence a gene responsible for or related 

to a certain disease. However, anti-gene ONs can cause upregulation of target mRNA and 

protein. It was reported that anti-gene ONs can be used to target GAA•CTT repeats in 

Friedreich’s ataxia causing disruption of non-B DNA structures and upregulation of the target 

gene [40]. 

Finally, another class of ONs emerged from putting the knowledge of ONs side 

effects into good use. The immune reactions triggered by some ONs urged scientists to study 

this phenomenon further. This was not only for the optimization of target-specific, non-

immunogenic structures but also to identify and use ON sequences that elicit an immune 

response when needed. 
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1.3 Important criteria for effective therapeutic oligonucleotides  

After highlighting various classes of ON, it is worth mentioning that in order to 

achieve successful ON treatment two important concerns need to be addressed. First, the ON 

building blocks need to have acceptable stability in vitro to withstand handling and storage. 

ON stability against degrading enzymes in vivo is also needed. In fact, ON stability is a major 

contributor to optimal performance in vivo. Secondly, ONs need to be efficiently delivered to 

their target tissues and cells to achieve a reasonable bioavailability with minimal side effects. 

1.3.1 Stability and pharmacokinetic behavior of ONs 

The immune system is trained and prepared to protect the tissues and cells from 

any foreign invaders. As a part of immune system, nucleases bind to and degrade any foreign 

genetic material. Thus, unmodified ONs show very poor stability when administered because 

of their cleavage by endo and exo-nucleases. One way to get around this is to chemically 

modify the ON structure, not only to resist such degradation but also to achieve better binding 

to the target sequence/site and eventually better pharmacokinetics (PK) in the body [41]. The 

chemical modifications can be in one of the nucleotide components (sugar, backbone, or 

heterocyclic nucleobase) or a combination of them (Figure 5) [42,43].  

Backbone modifications development started in 1966 by the invention of the 

phosphorothioate chemical functionality (PS) [44]. The incorporation of PS functionality is 

considered a great leap forward for the field. PS modifications imparted nuclease resistance 

to the ON and improved the ON pharmacokinetic profiles. The latter is due to enhanced 

binding of ONs to proteins, hence decreasing their elimination through kidney filtration 

[45,46]. Many other examples are also tested but PS is still the most commonly used 

modification [47]. 

Nucleotide base modifications are the least frequent compared to modifications 

in the sugar or in the backbone. Nevertheless, Pyrimidine methylation is reported to increase 

the stability and reduce immune responses to the administered ON [43]. 

Regarding sugar modifications, it is reported that mimicking RNA 

conformation (sugar C3′-endo pucker or A-conformation) would achieve greater binding to 

the target sequence [48]. Hence, 2’-substitution was adopted as a strategy to achieve such an 

aim. Additionally, the use of a hydrophobic bulky group in this position would achieve higher 

stability against nucleases. There is a considerable amount of research focusing on sugar 

modifications. 2′‐O‐methyl functionality was developed in the 1960s and 2′‐O‐methoxyethyl 

(MOE) functionality are among the commonly reported examples [49]. The latter displays 
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great binding affinity and nuclease stability and is currently used in many FDA approved 

ONs [9,22,23]. Constrained structures or bridged nucleic acids (BNA) are another generation 

of sugar modifications. By locking the conformation of the ribose sugar in the C3′-endo 

pucker, the binding affinity and stability increase greatly. A distinguished example is the 

LNA chemical modification (Locked nucleic acid) where the structure is locked using 2’,4’-

methylene linkage [50–53]. Adding an additional methyl group to the linkage produces 

“constrained ethyl” or cEt nucleotides that have a great binding affinity and safety profile 

[54]. A separate class of modifications is concerned with the total replacement of the sugar 

and phosphate backbone by neutral alternatives as in peptide nucleic acid (PNA) or 

phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomers (PMO). The latter has been used in the FDA 

approved splice-switching ONs [9,31]. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Common sites of chemical modifications in oligonucleotides (ONs). Position and outcomes of the 

chemical modifications in sugar, backbone, or nucleobase. The illustrations were created with the help of 

BioRender.com 

1.3.2 Delivery and bioavailability of ONs 

Chemical modifications of ONs can largely solve the issue of stability and 

binding affinity. Yet, the delivery and uptake of ONs, especially those with large molecular 

weight (DNA, siRNA or mRNA) need further optimization. Compared to small molecules, 

ONs are characterized to be larger, more hydrophilic, and negatively charged. Those 

characteristics make them highly unfavourable to be uptaken by cells. And for those ONs that 

are able to bypass the cellular membrane (short single stranded ONs), the entrapment and 
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degradation in the endosome is a major limiting factor for their efficacy [55]. The problem of 

limited delivery encouraged researchers to investigate and develop different approaches 

(Figure 6) 

 Researchers started first by using physical methods forcing the cells to uptake 

the ONs. Physical methods aim mainly to generate transient pores or defects in cellular 

membrane to allow ON to freely enter the cells. It is critical not to use very harsh conditions 

to avoid leakage of cellular content and allow these transient pores to reseal. Such techniques 

are generally more suitable for in vitro or ex vivo purposes, but not in vivo purposes. Some 

examples include micro-needles, gene gun, ultrasound-mediated  transfection, 

magnetofection, and most famously electroporation [56,57]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Common strategies to deliver oligonucleotides (ONs) to cells. Upper arrow with the thunderbolt 

represents the delivery using physical methods (electroporation, etc.), middle arrow represents the utilization of 

vectors (viral or non-viral), and the lower arrow represents the conjugation of ONs to different moieties (lipids, 

carbohydrates, etc). The illustration was created using BioRender.com 

The other two options that are used include direct conjugation of ONs to a 

delivery enhancing molecule or the utilization of delivery vectors. These approaches can help 

the ON to pass cell membrane and enhance its ability to escape endosomal degradation. They 

are utilized for in vitro, ex vivo, or in vivo treatments. 

ON conjugation serves multiple functions according to the type of the 

conjugates. Conjugates are usually added to increase the receptor-mediated uptake and/or 

enhance the behaviour of the ON inside the cells, especially promoting endosomal escape. 

Peptides, carbohydrates and lipids have been important candidates as conjugates [58]. 
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Cholesterol was one of the early choices to increase the ON uptake and its attachment to 

siRNA enhanced the ON activity in vivo [59]. The use of palmitic acids was also reported to 

increase the cellular uptake and efficacy of ON targeting telomerase as an anticancer therapy 

[60,61]. Further on, chemical conjugation to specific ligands is intended to target certain 

receptors on a target tissue or cell [58,62]. GalNAc conjugation is considered the most 

notable so far as the majority of FDA approved siRNA therapeutics to the liver are GalNAc  

conjugated [9,31].  

Multimeric ON structures can range from two to multiple linked ON sequences 

intended to bind the same or different targets [63–65]. Linkers used to form the multimeric 

sequences are usually bio-cleavable inside the cells to release the monomeric structures [64]. 

Interestingly, it is reported that the position of linking multiple gapmers is critical. Linking at 

5’ ends increases efficacy and decreases risk of immunostimulation [63]. However, linking at 

the 3’ end produces completely opposite results [66–69]. Linking was also reported for bigger 

structures as siRNA and showed great efficiency in vitro and in vivo [70].  

Delivery vectors can be categorized to be viral or non-viral. The most common 

viruses used as delivery vectors include adenoviruses, adeno-associated viruses, retroviruses/ 

lentiviruses [71–73]. Viral vectors are very efficient but have their limitations and concerns 

regarding safety, tissue tropism, production costs, and limited capacity. Additionally, viral 

vectors are more suitable for long DNA or RNA delivery, but not for ON therapeutics (e.g., 

antisense ON or siRNA). Thus, focus has increased towards using non-viral delivery vectors. 

Although non-viral vectors are in general considered inferior to viral vectors in terms of 

efficiency, they are superior in terms of flexibility and safety [74]. The field of non-viral 

vectors has evolved to produce structures that mimic cellular or viral components to facilitate 

targeted ON delivery [75]. 

1.4 Non-viral delivery vectors. 

Non-viral vectors can be inorganic, lipid-based, polymeric, hybrids, or 

biologically derived. A common criterion in non-viral vectors that they should, but not 

necessarily, be positively charged and have some degree of hydrophobicity. 

1.4.1 In-organic vectors 

The first in-organic chemical reagent used for transfection was calcium 

phosphate. Its co-precipitation with DNA over cultured cells was reported to enhance the 

uptake of ON cargo [76]. Other in-organic vectors as silica nanoparticles, quantum dots, and 
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metallic nanoparticles are among other known examples [77]. Another example to highlight 

is spherical nucleic acid (SNA) platforms first developed by Chad Merkin [78]. They are 

based on metallic nanoparticles to which ONs are attached to the surface. However, many 

improvements are necessary to enhance loading, targeting, and consistency using this 

platform [79,80]. 

1.4.2 Lipid-based vectors 

Lipidic vectors are among the early successful delivery systems used for gene 

therapy [81,82]. However, they went into different phases of development since the start of 

their use to deliver ONs. As an extension to their application in delivering small molecules, 

conventional liposomes (made of neutral or anionic lipids) were the first to be applied for ON 

delivery [83,84]. Their ON complexation and efficacy were quite low due to their inability to 

interact and complex the ONs. The employment of different cationic lipids in formulation of 

liposomes was a proposed solution for this issue [85]. The cationic lipids are able to 

electrostatically interact and condense the negatively charged ON to form a complex usually 

referred to as (Lipoplex). Today, numerous transfection vectors are commercially available 

lipids [85–88]. However, the most commercialized and efficacious lipid mixture in the 

market so far is lipofectamine 2000 [89].  

Cationic lipids have three major domains: a hydrophilic head group, a spacer or 

linker, and a hydrophobic domain. The hydrophilic head group usually consists of one or 

more amino groups which are responsible to bind and condense the ON and also interact with 

the negatively charged cell membrane [90,91]. Linkers are used to connect the headgroup to 

the lipophilic tail and play a role in lipoplex disassembly and structural stability [91]. The 

hydrophobic domain contributes to the vesicle stability, toxicity of the vectors, as well as ON 

release [92,93].  

Although the field has started by using liposomes and cationic lipids to deliver 

genetic cargo, new advances in lipid delivery vectors are continuously emerging. Starting 

from the Pieter Cullis’s lab in 2001, Semple. et. al [94] pointed to the possibility of applying 

ionizable amino lipids (DODAP) along with other lipids, which produced superior, more 

uniform, and less toxic particles than those that comprise lipids with permanently charged 

head groups (cationic lipids). These optimized lipid nanoparticles (LNP) named stable 

nucleic acid lipid particles (SNALP) contained an ionizable lipid, a PEG-lipid, a 

phospholipid, cholesterol and the nucleic acid cargo [95]. 
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The importance of the degree of saturation in the alkyl chains of the ionizable 

lipids was highlighted by Heyes et al. [96]. Researchers synthesized and compared a series of 

identical ionizable lipids that differ only in the degree of unsaturation of the di-alkyl chains 

(C18). Upon correlating the activity of the delivered siRNA with the degree of unsaturation, 

optimal results were achieved using lipids having 2 double bonds in each alkyl chain (DLin-

DMA). The authors stated that the higher the degree of unsaturation the lower the phase 

transition temperature of the lipid from lamellar to inverted hexagonal phase. Lipids in 

inverted hexagonal phase can achieve better fusion and escape from the endosomes [96].  

Using structure activity relationship (SAR) approaches, DLinDMA lipids were 

furtherly developed and optimized by Pieter Cullis’s lab. The optimization process went 

through many phases and eventually led to the synthesis of DLin-MC3-DMA lipid. This lipid 

is now used in LNPs delivering siRNA to treat hereditary transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis 

in the FDA approved Onpattro product (Patisiran) [95,97,98].  

In 2008, Akin Akinc from the Robert Langer’s lab reported the production of a 

big library of ionizable lipids with faster, straight forward synthesis, named Lipidoids [99]. 

Later generations of lipidoids are more well-known (C12-200, cKK-E12) showing increased 

potency and better performance [100,101], and opened the door for many researchers to test 

different chemistries and apply the concept with different cargos [102,103].Next generation 

lipids focused more on biodegradability using ester or disulfide bonds [104–106].  

Additionally, new lipids were synthesized to assist in delivering bigger cargos 

as mRNA. SM-102 and ALC-0315 lipids are components of COVID-19 mRNA vaccine 

from Moderna and Pfizer/BioNTec, respectively [107]. These lipids were characterized by 

having a biodegradable ester as linker, a hydrophobic domain consisting of one linear and one 

branched alkyl chain, and an aminoethanol (SM-102) or aminobutanol (ALC-0315) head 

group. On the other hand, LNPs made from cKK-E12 modified lipids (OF-02 and OF-Deg-

Lin) showed great efficiency in delivering mRNA compared to the parent cKK-E12 lipid and 

C12-200 lipid [103,108]. Compared to the previous lipidoids, OF-Deg-Lin containing LNPs 

were the first to preferentially promote mRNA expression in spleen rather than liver [108].  

1.4.3 Polymeric and peptide-based vectors 

Positively charged polymers and peptides can electrostatically bind and 

condense ONs to form nanosized complexes. Factors as charge, hydrophobicity, size of the 

molecule, and the degree of branching are known to influence the properties of polymeric or 

peptide vectors and hence their efficiency.  
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Although first reported in the 90’s [109], polyethylenimine (PEI) is one of the 

most common and effective polymeric vectors that are used until today. Linear PEI consists 

only of secondary amines, while branched PEI is a mixture of primary, secondary and tertiary 

amines. Primary amines are good for better ON binding, but secondary and tertiary amines 

are the ones responsible for the buffering needed for a decent proton sponge effect [110,111]. 

This effect is a result of protonation of the amino groups in the surrounding endosomal 

acidity. Such protonation will result in the accumulation of chloride ions and water in the 

endosomes followed by endosomal swelling and rupture. Carbohydrates are another widely 

used polymeric vector system. They have the advantages of polymeric vectors in addition to 

their easy internalization due to the abundance of carbohydrate receptors on cells. Another 

advantage is their biodegradability and low cytotoxicity [112,113].  Chitosan and 

cyclodextrins are among the most well-known examples of carbohydrates used [114–116]. 

Peptides as transfection vectors contain varieties of basic amino acids as lysine, 

arginine or even non-proteinogenic amino acids such as ornithine. Since most of these amino 

acids came from natural sources, peptides are usually more biodegradable, with low toxicity 

or immunogenicity compared to other vectors [117,118]. Basic amino acids are the ones 

responsible for binding and condensing ONs hence the higher their number in the peptide the 

stronger binding and stability of the complexes [119,120]. 

Early generation of peptide-based vectors included linear polylysine (PLL) and 

polyarginine structures. These vectors exhibited good biocompatibility, biodegradability, and 

ability to condense ON [121,122]. However, the downside of early generation peptides is 

their low ability to escape endosomes and hence poor efficiency [123]. Strategies as addition 

of chloroquine or utilizing membrane-active peptides have been shown to successfully 

improve PLL endosomal escape and efficacy [121,124]. Cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) are 

among peptide vectors composed from relatively short sequences and rich in basic amino 

acids. As the name implies, these structures have the ability to pass the cell membranes 

mostly via formation of multiple hydrogen bonds with the membrane surface [125,126]. It 

was also reported that CPPs can enter cells through one or various endocytic pathways. These 

pathways mainly include macropinocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis, caveolin-

mediated endocytosis, or clathrin/caveolin-independent endocytosis [127]. 

Polymeric and Peptide Dendrimers 

The evolution of polymeric structures has gone in many phases moving form 

linear to reaching the well-defined dendritic structures (Figure 7). Dendritic structures 
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constitute the fourth and last class of macromolecular polymeric architectures and their 

nomenclature originates from the combination of Greek word (déndron = tree). As the names 

imply, these structures consist of a central core that resembles a root of a tree from which 

stems several highly branched structures. These branches are highly ordered and symmetric 

and are responsible for the high ratio of surface area to volume of the dendrimers. Dendritic 

structures emerged after a new class of polymers was reported by Vogtle and his group. They 

call these new polymeric structures “cascade molecules”[128]. However, researchers such as 

Tomalia, Newkome and many others were responsible for the further development to the 

larger, well known dendrimers [129,130]. 

 

Figure 7: Evolution of polymeric structures and categorization into four major classes (linear, cross-linked, 

branched, and dendritic). Adapted with permission from John Wiley and Sons [131]. 

Dendritic structures, especially dendrons and dendrimers, are characterized by 

being well-defined monodisperse structures with multivalent surfaces compared to other 

classes of polymeric structures, which consist of mixtures of different molecular weights. The 

broad molecular weight distribution of polymers usually leads to inconsistent complexation 

and erratic pharmacokinetic behaviours [132]. Polymeric dendrimers as polyamidoamine 

(PAMAM) and polypropylenimine (PPI) dendrimers were among the first dendrimers tested 

as gene delivery vectors [129,133]. The popularity of PAMAM and PPI dendrimers arise 

from their high buffering capacity (proton sponge activity) compared to linear, early 

generation polymeric structures that allowed effective endosome escape [134]. However, 

cytotoxicity is observed due the non-biodegradable nature of these dendrimers, especially 

with high generation numbers [135,136].  

Peptide dendrimers either fully made of peptides or in which peptides are 

employed as surface functional units have also been utilized as transfection vectors 

[137,138]. These dendrimers can have amino acids in the core, on the surface, or be entirely 

composed of amino acids, from the core till the outer shell [139,140]. PLL dendrimers have 

evolved from linear PLL structures and are considered one of the main representatives of 

peptide dendrimers since their introduction in the 1980s [138,141]. After successful 

utilization of lysine amino acids, other amnio acids were employed in the synthesis of peptide 
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dendrimers as well, yet positively charged amino acids are more utilized in transfection 

vectors [142,143].  

1.4.4 Biologically derived vectors 

Application of cell-derived delivery systems such as extracellular vesicles 

(EVs) has grown extensively in the last decade. They are not only useful in the delivery of 

large sized, sensitive materials as therapeutic ONs, but they also exhibit a great natural 

targeting ability and minimal immunogenicity [144]. Since extracellular vesicles are nano-

sized, cell-derived natural vesicles with phospholipid bilayers originating from the producing 

cell membrane, they are extensively studied for potential biological and therapeutic roles. 

When it comes to their biogenesis, cell-derived vesicles can be categorized into EVs 

(exosomes and microvesicles) and apoptotic bodies.  

The first report referring to the existence of EVs was by Peter Wolf in the 

1960s. Using electron microscopy, he noticed the presence of small vesicles that were 

pelleted down after ultracentrifugation of platelet-free plasma. The name “platelet dust” was 

then given to describe these vesicles since it was suggested that they originated from the 

platelets [145].  

However, the first evidence highlighting the biological functionality of EV was 

in 1996 by Raposo et al. The authors reported that EVs derived from B cells participate in the 

immune response by mediating the communication between B cells and T cells [146]. EV 

participation in cell-to-cell communication was demonstrated in another important study 

published in 2007 by Valadi et al. The authors showed that EVs from murine mast cells can 

deliver genetic material (mRNA and miRNA) to human mast cells [147]. By now, there is 

accumulated research evidence that EVs mediate and regulate many intercellular 

communications and biological processes [148,149] 

The functional role of EVs in the body raised the interest of harnessing these 

structures to deliver therapeutic cargos. Literature suggested two ways of loading in EVs 

which are endogenous or exogenous loading [150,151]. 

Exogenous loading involves application of various physical approaches to load 

isolated intact EVs with small molecules or nucleic acid cargos. Methods like simple 

incubation, freeze-thaw cycles, sonication, extrusion, and electroporation are used. Although 

the loading efficiency is low and variable, this approach does not require engineering of the 

producer cells hence maintaining the innate features of the produced EVs [152]. Kooijmans et 
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al. [153] reported the possibility to decorate the EVs with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and 

nanobodies via a mechanism named “post-insertion”. This process involved incubation of 

EVs with nanobody-PEG-micelles (made of phospholipids) at elevated temperatures. The 

decorated EVs displayed similar organ distribution compared to native EVs in vivo. However, 

the circulation time of decorated EVs was much longer (more than an hour) compared to the 

native EVs [153]. 

Endogenous loading involves loading of EVs during their biogenesis. It can be 

sub-categorized into passive or targeted endogenous loading. Passive endogenous loading can 

be done by genetically modifying the EV secreting cells to overexpress the desired cargo 

(RNA or protein). This will increase the chance for such cargo to be loaded in the EVs. 

Active endogenous loading can be done by using engineered constructs (e.g., plasmids) that 

have EV sorting domain fused to the gene encoding protein of interest. Hence, the produced 

EVs will selectively carry the protein of interest [152]. 

Furthermore, exosome mimetics or bioinspired exosome-like vesicles are 

fabricated by different strategies to imitate the naturally produced ones. Their advantage lies 

in the feasibility of high scale production and manipulation [154]. 

Hybrid vectors/systems 

Mixing different delivery vectors is an innovative approach to surmount the numerous 

biological barriers. Consequently, it is possible to utilize unique properties of different 

vectors and achieve synergistic effects, while diminishing negative impacts from a single 

vector. The vector hybrids can be formed by covalent conjugation or by simple mixing of 

different vectors. Examples and possibilities of mixtures are infinite but generally hybrid 

vectors can include mixtures of the same chemical category (hybrids of cationic and helper 

lipids) or different chemistries. The latter can include lipid–polymer hybrids, lipid-peptide 

hybrids, and polymer-peptide hybrids [89,155].  
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2 RESEARCH AIMS 

GENERAL AIMS 

The general aim of the thesis was to assess and optimize different delivery strategies for ONs.  

Paper I 

This paper focused on the evaluation of various peptide dendrimers and optimizing their 

efficacy in delivering splice-switching ON in different cells models. 

Paper II 

This paper focused more on optimization of the formulations and testing different excipients 

that could enhance the transfection efficiency of the lead peptide dendrimer from paper I.  

Paper III 

This paper aimed to evaluate another more recent class of peptide dendrimers named 

“lipophilic peptide dendrimers” and how effective they were in delivering splice-switching 

ON under serum conditions.  

Paper IV 

This paper touched upon the optimization of ON delivery from different angles. We 

evaluated a novel class of ONs targeting DNA named anti-gene ONs and assessed their 

effects in Huntington disease (HD) cell models. Our aim was to characterize the impact of 

several factors including ON lengths, different chemical modifications, and lipophilic 

conjugation on the efficacy of the anti-gene ON.  
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This section highlights some of the methods utilized in this thesis. Additional details as well 

as other methods can be found in the original papers. 

Ethics 

Studies that contained animals in papers I and II were conducted in accordance to approved 

permission issued by the Swedish local ethics committee (Approval Number: S4-16). 

Peptide dendrimers synthesis 

Solid phase synthesis (manual or automated) while applying the Fmoc/Boc protection 

strategy was used for preparation of peptide dendrimers investigated in papers I-III. The 

purification and yield assessment were done using reversed-phase HPLC and MS-ESI. 

Cell cultures 

 Cell cultures are great tool for in vitro evaluation of different treatments for 

safety and efficacy before advancing in animals and humans. Depending on the source, cell 

cultures can be classified into primary cultures (can be grown for a limited period) or 

immortalized cultures (usually cancer-derived cells). Cells that need surface for attachment 

are named as adherent while suspension cells can float in the culture media. 

In papers I-III, four luciferase reporter cell lines: HeLa Luc/705 (cervical cancer cells), U-2 

OS_705 (osteosarcoma cells), HuH7_705 (hepatocarcinoma cells), and Neuro 2a_705 

(mouse neuroblastoma cells) cell lines were utilized, in addition to C2C12_705 reporter cells 

(mouse myoblast cells) and U2OS/EGFPLucBTKint4mut reporter cell line in papers I and 

II, respectively. The cells were cultured and maintained in high glucose Dulbecco’s modified 

Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) 

(Invitrogen) at 37 ºC, in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. The aforementioned reporter 

cell lines have a mutated human β-globin intron 2 sequence interrupting the luciferase gene 

leading to an aberrant splicing and production nonfunctional luciferase protein. HeLa 

Luc/705 was a kind gift from Professor Ryszard Kole, School of Pharmacy of the University 

of North Carolina, USA. The rest of the cell lines were developed in house by Rocha et.al 

[156], except U2OS/EGFPLucBTKint4mut cells that were developed by Burcu et.al [157]. 

In paper IV, we used primary fibroblasts from HD patients bought obtained from Coriell 

institute (Camden, USA) namely GM04281, GM04022, and GM09197 HD fibroblasts. These 

cells have different repeat lengths. GM04281 cells have a ratio of 68/17 of mutant/wild-type 
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HTT CAG•CTG trinucleotide repeats, while GM04022 cells has a ratio of 44/12, and 

GM09197 has a ratio of 151/21. Cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

with L- glutamine; pyruvate and low glucose (DMEM®) (Invitrogen, Sweden) and 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen). Cells were maintained at 37 ºC, 5% 

CO2 in humidified incubators. 

Formulation of ON/Vector nanoparticles  

 In paper I, our formulations were composed of three components: a peptide 

dendrimer, a lipid, and a splice-switching ON. The peptide dendrimers and lipid mixtures 

acted as the delivery vector to deliver the ON. Dendrimers used with nitrogen/phosphate ratio 

(N/P=20), while Lipofectin (Invitrogen, Sweden) was used at a 2:1 V/W ratio 

(Lipofectin/ON). The formulation process started with mixing the dendrimer and the lipid in 

different buffers and incubating for 5 min at room temperature. Subsequently the required 

amount of ON, diluted in the same buffer, was added. The formulated mixture was then 

incubated for another 20 min at room temperature and diluted with the used buffer to the 

required volume for transfection or other experiments. 

In paper II, equal volumes of different sugar and polymeric excipients were mixed with the 

peptide dendrimer/lipid/ON formulations directly after ON addition step. The total mixture 

was incubated for 20 min at room temperature before addition to cells or proceeding with 

other experiments.  

In paper III, the dendrimers have the lipid component conjugated to the dendrimer core. The 

formulation procedure was to mix the lipophilic dendrimer with the splice-switching ON in 

different buffer solutions and incubating for 20 min at room temperature before proceeding 

with other experiments. In the cases of excipient addition, equal volumes of excipient 

solution were added to dendrimer/ON mixture before incubation.  

In paper IV, we formulated different anti-gene ONs with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX® 

(Invitrogen, Sweden) following the manufacturer protocol before addition to the cells. 

Transfection  

In papers I-III, the cells were seeded in sterile, clear bottom, white TC-treated, 96-well 

plates (Corning®, Stockholm, Sweden) one day before transfection to obtain around 80% 

confluency/well the next day. 
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In paper IV, one day prior to treatment, cells were seeded with a density of 30 000 cells per 

well in a 24-well plate or at 120 000 cells per well in a 6-well plate. Cells were maintained for 

a minimal of four days before lysis and evaluation of RNA or protein. 

Luciferase assay 

Luciferase-based assays is considered a valuable tool to assess vector efficacy to deliver ONs. 

These assays are highly sensitive, have a wide dynamic range, and are easy to use. We have 

applied this assay on cell lysates to examine the efficiency of different peptide dendrimers 

used in papers I-III to deliver splice-switching ONs. All the luciferase signals were then 

normalized to the protein content in each well to avoid the possibility of having higher signals 

due to higher seeding density. 

RNA extraction and quantitative reverse transcriptase multiplex PCR (qRT-

PCR) 

Our interest in paper IV was mainly investigation of the effects of different anti-gene ONs 

on HTT levels. For that purpose, cells were lysed at the end of the experiment and total RNA 

was extracted using the RNeasy plus kit (QIAGEN, Sweden). After checking the 

concentration and quality of extracted RNA. qRT-PCR reactions (Quantifast® Multiplex RT-

PCR kit, Qiagen) were performed to amplify both HTT and HPRT1 (serving as an 

endogenous control) following a previously optimized protocol [34]. Sequences of primers 

and probes (Sigma®) were as follows: HTT-fwd: 5’- gactcgaacaagcaagag, HTT-rev: 5’-

gcctttaacaaaaccttaatttc, HPRT1-fwd: 5’- gagctattgtaatgaccagtc, HPRT1-rev: 5’-

tgaccaaggaaagcaaag, HTT taqman probe: 5’- [JOE]gaagaatcagtccaggagacc[BHQ1] and 

HPRT1 taqman probe: 5’- [6FAM]tgccagtgtcaattatatcttccacaa[BHQ1]. JOE and 6-FAM 

represent 2 fluorophores with different emission spectra and (BHQ1) is a Black Hole 

Quencher. The Multiplex qRT-PCR reaction setup was performed according to the 

Quantifast® kit protocol using 35 ng of RNA for all reactions. Cycling conditions of PCR 

were: 20 min at 50º C for reverse transcription, 5 min, 95º C for PCR initial activation step 

and 45 cycles, each of 2 steps: 15 s, 95° C denaturation and 30s, 60° C for 

annealing/extension. Quantitative RT- PCR was performed using the StepOnePlus® Real time 

PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Sweden). Data were then analyzed by the ∆∆Ct method 

using the StepOne® software version 2.2. 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS), Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and zeta 

potential 
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Physicochemical characteristics of nanoparticles as size and charge are important parameters 

that can determine or explain the efficacy and toxicity of formulations.   

DLS technique utilize lasers to illuminate the nanoparticle dispersion. The particles in the 

dispersion cause scattering of the light and the change in intensity of the scattered light after 

illumination can be corelated to the particle size. DLS measurements were performed in 

paper II. 

Another technique to measure the size is named NTA. This approach combines light 

scattering with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera that can visualize and track the 

motion of individual particles and relate that to the particle size. It is also reported to be more 

accurate than DLS [158]. Hence, we applied this technique to measure the size of particles in 

papers I and III.  

Zeta potential measurement are used to assess the nanoparticle charge and give a good 

indication about the stability of the dispersion. In an ionic dispersion of charged 

nanoparticles, two layers of ions are formed around the particle, and they are collectively 

called electrical double layer. The first layer (Stern layer) is composed of oppositely charged 

ions and is strongly bound to the surface of nanoparticles. Alternatively, the outer second 

layer (diffusion layer) is then composed of loosely associated ions. The difference in the 

electrostatic potential between ions in the two layers is named zeta potential. The 

measurement of zeta potential is done via subjecting the sample to an electrical field and 

measuring the movement velocity of particles using laser doppler velocimetry. We measured 

the zeta potential of our nanoparticle formulations in papers I and II in order to get more 

understanding about their nature and correlate the nanoparticle charges to formulation 

stability or activity. 

Viability assay 

The balance between efficacy and safety is important for a successful gene therapy. In papers 

I-IV, we utilized WST‐1 assay for assessment of cell viability. Cells were seeded and treated 

in 96-well plates. One day (papers I-III) or four days (paper IV) after the treatment, 

medium was replaced with fresh medium supplemented with WST‐1 reagent (dilution 1:10). 

The cells were incubated for 2 h at 37 °C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. 

Absorbance measurements were done at 450 nm with a reference wavelength of 650 nm 

(SpectraMAX i3x, Molecular Devices). Values were expressed as the percentage of the ratio 

of the absorbance at 450 nm of treated cells to the untreated cells. 
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Animal studies 

In papers I-II, we wanted to investigate the biodistribution of the formulation in mice. 

Optimal candidates were freshly prepared using Alexa-568 labeled ON (with the same 

sequence and chemical modifications as the ON used in cell experiments). The formulations 

were compared to free ON at a dose of 25 µg or to buffer only and was slowly injected 

intravenously through the tail veins of female NMRI mice. After 24 h, the animals were 

sacrificed, and the harvested organs were immediately imaged ex vivo with fluorescence 

analysis (excitation 570 nm, emission 620 nm) using IVIS Spectrum (Perkin Elmer). 

Analysis of data and background elimination was performed later with the IVIS software 

(Living Image Software for IVIS). The animal experiments were approved by the Swedish 

local board for laboratory animals.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, I will highlight and discuss the most relevant results in the different 

publications that are included in the thesis. More information is provided in the publications. 

Paper I 

With their monodisperse structures and good buffering capacity, dendrimers have enhanced 

the growth of nanomedicine and drug delivery fields, in particular ON delivery. Despite their 

efficiency in complexing and delivering ONs, high generation polycationic dendrimers have a 

drawback of causing notable cytotoxicity. Another complexity is that some of these effective 

high generation polymeric dendrimers have low biodegradability profile. On the other hand, 

low generation dendrimers are safer, but they are not sufficiently effective. 

Peptide dendrimers, being made from naturally occurring amino acids, are biodegradable and 

biocompatible. Peptide dendrimers of higher generation display high efficacy, yet they also 

suffer from high toxicity as the polymeric counterparts. We tried to tackle the issue from 

different angle simply by utilizing the synergism between two vectors (peptide dendrimers 

and lipids). We used Lipofectin (1:1 DOTMA / DOPE) as the lipid component in all our 

mixes. For Peptide dendrimers used in our study, we utilized positively charged amino acids 

arginine (R), histidine (H), and lysine (K) to impart positive charges needed for 

oligonucleotide complexation and utilized leucine (L) to impart hydrophobicity. Within the 

20 low generation peptide dendrimer structures screened to deliver splice-switching ON in 

cell models, two were 1st generation, 8 were 2nd generation and the rest were 3rd generation 

dendrimers.  

Since the tested splice-switching ON was intended to correct the aberrant splicing pattern of 

luciferase in the reporter cell lines employed, our read-out for the delivery efficiency of the 

splice-switching ON was the increase of luciferase signal compared to untreated cells. Serum 

free transfections of peptide dendrimer/lipid/ON complexes in HeLa Luc/705 cell model 

revealed that G2-RR (2nd generation dendrimer, with arginine amino acid concentrated on the 

surface) was the best candidate. Treatment with G2-RR complexes led to 32-fold higher 

luciferase signal compared to luciferase signal from untreated cells. This correction level was 

significantly higher than levels obtained upon using Lipofectin and was comparable to levels 

obtained L2000. L2000 was used as a positive control since it is considered the gold standard 

in terms of functional delivery. 
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We next selected the best candidates and checked different orders of addition and mixing and 

how they would affect the transfection efficiency (Figure 8). In the protocols starting with 

initial mixing of the Lipofectin and ON (Figure 8C and E) followed by adding the peptide 

dendrimer, addition of the ON to Lipofectin (Figure 8C) decreased the final complex activity 

by half compared to the reverse order of addition (Figure 8E). It is already reported that the 

order and rate of mixing is critical in preparation of lipid plasmid lipoplexes [159]. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of five different complexation protocols used for preparing Peptide 

Dendrimer/Lipofectin/Oligonucleotide (ON) complexes. (A) standard complexation protocol, (B) ON to 

dendrimer, (C) ON to Lipofectin, (D) Dendrimer to ON, (E) Lipofectin to ON [140].  

Despite the promising results obtained in serum free transfections, the best complexes 

showed no activity when formulated and directly added to serum-containing growth media. 

Shifting the complexation buffer to HBG (HEPES buffered glucose/ (HEPES 20 mM+5% 

glucose) restored some activity with the best candidate G2-RR (10-fold luciferase signal 

compared to untreated cells). Remarkably, full restoration of activity (comparable to that 

obtained in serum free transfections) was achieved by adding sucrose solution to the mixture.  

Sucrose has previously been utilized as a lyoprotectant in different ON/vector complexes 

[160–162]. We hypothesized that the addition of sucrose in our study might increase the 

stability of the Peptide Dendrimer/Lipofectin/ON particles formed. However, we noticed 2 

things; first, the enhancing effect was specific to G2-RR Peptide Dendrimer/Lipofectin/ON 

complexes. Sucrose did not enhance the activity of complexes of the second-best dendrimer 
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G2-RKH (2nd generation dendrimer, with arginine, lysine, histidine amino acids concentrated 

on the surface). Secondly, sucrose did not enhance the transfection of G2-RR complexes 

without Lipofectin nor was it able to transfect ONs without any transfection vector.  

The optimized formulation (G2-RR Peptide Dendrimer/Lipofectin/ON in HBG+Sucrose) was 

subsequently selected for in vivo testing to determine the biodistribution profile in mice. The 

formulation had a significantly higher accumulation of ON in liver and significantly less 

accumulation in kidney compared to ON/buffer mixture only. That was interesting as PS-

backboned ONs (as the one used in this study) are reported to preferentially accumulate in 

kidney causing toxicity [163]. Thus, redirection of ON accumulation towards the liver would 

lead to higher efficacy in liver and less renal toxicity. Additionally, ON targeting to the liver 

has been proved to be beneficial for variety of liver or liver-related diseases [31]. 

A limitation in our biodistribution study was related to the dose injected. We had to use the 

maximum permissible injection volume in order to maintain the ratio between Lipofectin and 

ON in the formulae (2:1) due to the fixed concentration of Lipofectin (1 mg/ml). The 

maximum dose we could inject was (1 mg/kg), which was relatively low to see substantial 

differences. However, this dose was enough to assess the biodistribution profile of labelled 

ON in mice. 

One of the extensions of this study was to investigate the possibility of conjugating lipid 

components directly to our dendrimer structures. We managed to employ such a concept in 

Paper III. 
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Paper II 

This paper was a continuation of paper I and based on the finding that sucrose was 

enhancing the activity of G2-RR complexes in serum conditions. The main aim in paper II 

was to screen other sugar and polymer variants and to check the effect of their addition on the 

activity of G2-RR complexes in serum conditions. 

In addition to sucrose, the list included 18 different excipients, 9 sugars and 9 polymers. For 

sugars, sucrose showed the best results with 40-fold increase in luciferase activity over 

untreated HeLa Luc/705 cells. Other disaccharides (Lactose, Galactosamine, and N-acetyl 

galactosamine) were the second-best excipients. Disaccharides are reported to prevent 

aggregations and maintain particle stability [164]. G2-RR complexes with all tested 

disaccharide excipients showed to be as effective as L2000 in promoting splice-switching ON 

delivery and activity. 

Interestingly, G2-RR complexes with polymer excipients demonstrated greater enhancement 

of activity as compared to sugars. Formulations containing polyvinyl derivatives as excipients 

displayed the highest effect (up to 95-fold compared to untreated) and were significantly 

better than L2000 complexes in promoting ON-mediated activity. Although polyvinyl 

derivatives have been previously reported as delivery vectors in the gene therapy field [165], 

we did not observe any activity upon complexing PVA or PVP with the splice-switching ON 

alone. However, we have seen enhanced activity upon addition of these polymers to 

Lipofectin/ON complexes which was doubled in the presence of dendrimers.  

For the rest of the study, we selected PVA derivatives (PVA 18 and PVA 40) as the best 

candidates being able to produce the same effect as PVP but using half the concentration (2% 

PVA versus 5% PVP). Trying to determine if these excipients enhanced the activity of the 

complexes via enhancing their uptake, we employed both fluorescence microscopy and flow 

cytometry (FACS) to trace the uptake of fluorescently labelled splice-switching ONs. 

Fluorescence microscopy images showed a faster uptake pattern in the presence of the 

excipients. FACS data supported these findings, showing significantly higher quantitative 

uptake at early time points in the excipient containing formulations. Comparing luciferase 

activity at these different time points to uptake levels obtained by FACS, we did not see a 

clear linear relation (Figure 9). Although we have seen higher uptake levels at 4 h with 

excipient containing formulations compared to excipient free formulations, this did not 

translate into better activity. On the other hand, the uptake levels plateaued after 8 h, yet the 

level of activity continued to go higher at later time points (24 h).  
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Figure 9: Excipients induce faster oligonucleotide (ON) uptake, but do not enhance luciferase activity levels at 

early time-points [166]. (A) Fluorescence microscopy images after transfection of HeLa Luc/705 cells with G2-

RR/Lipofectin/Cy5 labeled ON formulations with or without lead excipients (PVA18 and PVA 40). (B,C) Mean 

fluorescence intensity (MFI) obtained by flow cytometry, and fold increase in luciferase signal over untreated 

cells, respectively. (Image magnification 20×, Scale bar = 100 µm). For MFI and luciferase activity results, Error 

bars =SEM (n ≥ 3), * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, and **** p ≤ 0.0001 (Two-way ANOVA, post hoc 

Fisher’s LSD). 

Next, the activity of excipient containing G2-RR complexes was studied in other reporter cell 

lines (U-2 OS_705, HuH7_705, and Neuro 2a_705). Transfection efficiencies of the excipient 

containing formulations were comparable or significantly better than L2000 across the 

different cell types. Yet, the levels of correction were lower as compared to what we observed 

in HeLa Luc/705.  
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Finally, selected formulations were subjected to in vivo testing to determine the effect of 

excipients on biodistribution profile in mice. Regardless to the formulation excipient tested, 

the highest accumulation of ON was in liver. Gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and kidneys were 

the second highest in ON accumulation. Yet, PVA18-containing formulations displayed 

almost half the relative fluorescence values in GIT and kidney compared to free ON. PVA40-

containing formulations showed same relative fluorescence values in GIT but less relative 

fluorescence values in kidney compared to free ON. Remarkably, PVA40-containing 

formulations displayed higher relative fluorescence in lungs, compared to free ON. These 

results highlighted the potential of different excipients to re-direct or preferentially influence 

the ON accumulation in certain organs. 
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Paper III 

Peptide dendrimers used in this paper are structurally evolved form of the peptide dendrimers 

used in the previous two papers (Paper I and II). Despite the production of effective 

formulations with the previous system used in Paper I and II, we desired to have a simpler 

transfection protocol with fewer number of components. In this paper, we chemically 

conjugated lipophilic moieties (fatty acids or hydrophobic amino acids) directly to the 

dendrimer core. The study also highlighted the effect of the stereochemistry of the peptide 

dendrimers on the transfection efficiency. 

The new dendrimers were based on the best candidates we identified in our previous work 

[140,166]. Out of the 18 dendrimers screened, 7 were 3rd generation, and the rest was 2nd 

generation (Table 1). We started the screening of the new dendrimers using HBG buffer as 

our earlier work showed that this buffer maintained the activity of the peptide dendrimers in 

serum conditions [140]. Interestingly, the majority of the new lipophilic dendrimers displayed 

minimal activity upon transfection. The exceptions were G2RKH-diPalmitamide from 2nd 

generation, and G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide and G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide (D) from the 3rd 

generation dendrimers. 

Since HBG buffer was not an optimal complexation buffer for the new lipophilic dendrimers, 

we tested OptiMEM® (Thermo Fisher Scientific®) as a complexation buffer. Interestingly, 

OptiMEM® has dramatically enhanced the activity of 2nd generation lipophilic dendrimers 

that contained cysteine in their core (G2 RKH-Palmitamide/Cys, G2 RR-Palmitamide/Cys 

and G 1,2RR- Palmitamide/Cys) to be comparable to L2000. For 3rd generation dendrimers, 

while G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide (D) maintained similar activity in OptiMEM® and HBG, its L-

form (G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide) showed higher correction levels when formulated in 

OptiMEM® compared to HBG. Conversely, G 2,3 KL-(Leu)4 (D) dendrimers were only 

active when formulated in OptiMEM® but their L-stereoisomer G 2,3 KL-(Leu)4 had no 

activity. This highlighted the superiority of D-configuration over L-configuration and 

coincides with what was reported previously with other ON cargos [167,168]. 
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Table 1:  Representation of 2nd and 3rd generation lipophilic peptide dendrimers screened [169].  

*One-letter code is used to label amino acids forming the dendritic structure. The lipophilic moiety in the core (blue) is 

composed of either C12 (Dodecanoic acid), one or two C16 (Hexadecanoic acid), with or without C (Cysteine), or composed 

of four L (Leucine). K (Lysine) has a double function as a branching point as well as providing a cationic charge along with, 

R (Arginine), H (Histidine). L (Leucine) is utilized as the hydrophobic building unit that constitute the rest of the structure. 

Colour code reflects the position of the amino acid within the structure (Black: amino acids in the core or branching points; 

Purple: amino acids in the first layer; Orange: amino acids in the second layer, Green: amino acids in the third layer). Capital 

and small letters reflect L and D stereochemistry of amino acids, respectively. All dendrimers contain 2 amino acids in the 

outer layer, except G2 RKH structures. Dendrimers: G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide, G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide (D), G 2,3 KL-

(Leu)4, and G 2,3 KL-(Leu)4 (D) were denoted as MH13, DMH13, MH18 and DMH18, respectively, in a previous 

publication [167]. 

Upon adding the best excipient from paper II (PVA 18), a general increase in activity was 

noticed and it was more pronounced for complexes formulated in OptiMEM® compared to 

HBG. However, some toxicity was also noticed especially with 3rd generation dendrimers. 

Finally, we screened two other complexation media (PBS, and DMEM®). Remarkably, 

DMEM® increased the activity of G 2,3 KL-diPalmitamide (D) dendrimers up to 99-fold 

compared to untreated. However, the addition of PVA 18 to the complex did not cause any 

further enhancement in the dendrimer activity. This study highlights the impact of the 

formulating medium, and type of amino acids in peptide dendrimers on the transfection 

efficiency. 

* 
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Paper IV 

Anti-gene oligonucleotide treatment is a strategy that was introduced in which ONs bind 

directly to the DNA target and blocks the transcription [33]. Such strategy is more feasible in 

a certain category of diseases named triplet nucleotide repeat disorders (TNR).[34,40]. Such 

diseases are characterized by having an expansion of repeat sequences above normal 

thresholds. Such expansions can occur in the coding or non-coding region of the gene 

(Figure 10). The presence of long repeats of the same target sequences gives a higher chance 

for anti-gene ON to bind target sequences. Additionally, such abnormally long repeats tend to 

form non B-DNA structures facilitating the strand invasion by the anti-gene ONs. 

Figure 10: Schematic representation of different triplet nucleotide repeat disorders (TNR) and their position in 

the gene. The size of the triangles approximately reflects the sizes of repeat expansion in the disease. Adapted 

with permission from Springer Nature [170]. 

We previously reported the efficacy of using anti-gene ON composed of LNA/DNA mixmers 

in fibroblasts derived from HD (Huntington disease) patients. The anti-gene ON targeted 

CTG repeats in the template strand of the HTT gene, achieving an effective downregulation 

of HTT mRNA and protein [34]. Here, we aimed to build on this work and screen several 

additional LNA/DNA ON mixmers targeting template strand of HTT gene. We transfected 

these ONs into HD patient fibroblasts and evaluated the downregulation of HTT. We 

attempted to construct a structure activity relationship (SAR) addressing important 

parameters that can contribute to the efficacy of such ONs, namely: ON lengths, LNA 

content, PS content, number of fatty acid modified LNA units, and their positioning within 

the sequence.  

Regarding ON lengths, we observed that there was no significant relation between efficacy 

and length. ON maintained the activity at the various lengths tested. In fact, CAG ONs that 
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were relatively long (45 CAG or its multimeric equivalent 3x15 CAG) could show 

comparable downregulation of HTT mRNA to CAG 15. 

Interestingly, the content of LNA had a major impact on the activity on CAG ONs. 

Decreasing the LNA content to 30% abolishes the activity of CAG ON. Probably, a high 

content of LNA is needed to facilitate and maintain double-strand invasion. However, PS 

content had no major contribution to the activity of CAG. Full PS anti-gene ON is as good as 

a full PO (phosphodiester) ON of the same length. The only exception noticed was upon 

testing anti-gene ON in a relatively longer repeat (151 mutant/21 WT) disease cell model 

(GM09197), in which a full PS was significantly more effective than a full PO CAG ON. 

Next, we investigated the activity of CAG ON upon conjugation to a lipophilic moiety 

(palmitoyl). It has been previously reported that conjugation of ON terminals to fatty acids 

can enhance uptake or activity in the cells [171]. In to our study, the tested ONs had the 

palmitoyl conjugations on the LNA nucleotides themselves [172]. It was previously reported 

that such modifications could successfully increase the half-life of gapmers in blood by 

binding to albumin [173,174].  

For palmitoyl conjugated CAG ONs (Figure 11), different numbers and orientations of 

palmitoyl conjugates were tested. 

Figure 11: Schematic illustration for number and positioning of palmitoyl modified LNA units in CAG 16 

oligonucleotide (ON). Palmitoyl modification is on C nucleotides are represented as blue triangles. The 

illustration was created with the help of BioRender.com. 
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We noticed a superior activity upon having 2 palmitoyl moieties grouped near the 3’end (Pal 

2x3’) compared to the 5’ end (Pal 2x5’). In fact, Pal 2x3’PS could downregulate HTT mRNA 

to levels comparable to siRNA treatments. The superiority of Pal 2x3’ over Pal 2x5’ was also 

evident upon investigating the HTT protein downregulation. 

Finally, upon evaluating cell viability, most of tested ONs were nontoxic except the 45mer 

with low LNA content (30%). We could not explain such observation that was contradictory 

to reported studies that associated toxicity with high LNA content [175]. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE 

The field of ON therapeutics has been growing extensively lately. The general aim is to 

provide highly effective ON therapeutics with no or minimal toxicity. Overall, research has 

focused on two main strategies to achieve better delivery and therapeutic outcome. 1) 

Utilization and optimization of delivery vectors, 2) Chemical modulation or conjugation of 

ONs to modify their properties.  

I tried to cover both approaches in this thesis. Starting with paper I, we highlighted the 

possibility to apply low generation peptide dendrimers for splice-switching ON delivery via 

mixing with lipid components (DOTMA/DOPE). We investigated the impact of the order of 

addition as well as complexation time on activity. We enhanced the hybrid vector efficiency 

in the presence of serum via utilizing HBG buffer with additional sucrose to stabilize and 

protect the complex. We finally could show the influence of the formulation on the ON 

biodistribution patterns and accumulation compared to unformulated ON in mice. 

We learned about the positive influence that sucrose has on formulations in paper I. Thus, 

we selected the best candidates for further optimization in paper II. We focused on 

optimization of the formulations to be more effective in serum conditions via addition of 

different common excipients without too much manipulation of the main components 

(peptide dendrimer, lipid, ON). The screening showed that sucrose was the best saccharide 

candidate, while polymeric excipients (PVA, and PVP) greatly increased the activity nearly 

100-fold compared to untreated cells with no noticeable toxicity. Fluorescence microscopy 

and flow-cytometry analysis showed that these excipients accelerated the uptake of ON. 

Finally, in vivo biodistribution study highlighted the potential of excipient addition to 

influence the pattern of ON biodistribution in different organs. 

In paper III, we screened a new library of peptide dendrimer structures named lipophilic 

peptide dendrimers. They are characterized by having the lipophilic moiety in the form of 

fatty acids or lipophilic amino acids directly conjugated to their core. In contrast to what we 

observed previously in papers I and II, 3rd generation dendrimers were better than 2nd 

generation dendrimers for delivery of splice-switching ONs. We noticed that factors such as 

complexation buffer, stereochemistry of the amino acids had a great impact on the activity of 

the tested peptide dendrimers. Finally, addition of the best polymeric excipient from paper II 

(PVA 18) to the formulations enhanced the activity of dendrimers as we have seen previously 

but caused moderate toxicity specially with the 3rd generation dendrimers. We also noticed 
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that the enhancing effects of PVA 18 on the formulations were highly influenced by 

complexation buffer used.  

Whereas the aforementioned papers focused on vector optimization, paper IV focused on 

optimization of delivery and activity via direct chemical modification of the ON. We 

evaluated the activity of various anti-gene ONs (LNA/DNA mixmers with PS or PO 

backbones) targeting CTG DNA repeats in the HTT gene. We noticed that the content of 

LNA was critical for activity. On the other hand, PS content and the length of the ON had no 

major impact on activity. Chemical modification by palmitoylation of LNA nucleotides was 

also tested. We noticed that the activity of palmitoylated ON varied according to the numbers 

and positions of the palmitoyl modified LNA nucleotides. We also evaluated multimeric ON 

sequences composed of shorter sequences connected via linkers. Multimeric ON sequences 

could maintain downregulation activity comparable to their constituting shorter sequences. 

Transfected anti-gene ONs showed simultaneous down-regulation of HTT RNA and protein, 

with minimal cytotoxicity. 

Future perspective includes investigation of the new dendrimers discussed in paper III to 

deliver anti-gene ONs mentioned in paper IV. In fact, preliminary experiments showed 

promising results on supressing HTT protein expression, but further investigation is still 

needed. 

Another interest would be screening of additional lipophilic conjugates (different lengths and 

chemistries) and evaluating their effect on the efficiency of 2nd and 3rd generation dendrimers. 

Although we showed the superiority of D-amino acid containing peptide dendrimers, we still 

lack understanding of the reasons. Questions like: Does the position of the D-amino acid in 

the dendrimer affect the outcome? Is it dependent on the type of the amino acid? or what 

would be the efficacy of these lipophilic peptide dendrimers with gapmers or anti-gene ONs? 

Can these dendrimers be conjugated to neutral backboned ONs as PMOs or PNAs and 

enhance their delivery? are still to be answered. It would be also exciting to investigate the 

efficacy of such lipophilic dendrimers in vivo in terms of biodistribution and functional 

delivery. 

On another angle, evaluating the effects of different conjugates (fatty acids and others) on 

activity of ONs is an attractive area to explore. Although sometimes it is sophisticated to 

synthesize such structures, defined ON structures that need no vectors for delivery are more 

feasible to be administered and tracked. In fact, most of the FDA approved ON therapeutics 

are just modified ON structure delivered with no vectors [9]. 
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ليك. أ شكرك   )أ يم العزيزة ان اللكامت ال تساعدين يف وصف مك امتناين أ يم  ود ان اخصص الفقرة الاخرية ل عز الناس ايل قليب  أ  و أ خريا  

عيل لك ادلعاء و التشجيع. أ ريدك ان تعريف أ نه يف الاوقات اليت اردت فهيا الاستسالم مل   أ شكرك   للك احلب و ادلمع الغري مرشوط.

 للا ابرك  افعل ذكل بسببك. مل أ رد ان أ خيب ظنك و أ ضيع لك جمهودك. أ ردت فقط ان أ جعكل خفورة و امتين أ ين جنحت يف ذكل.  

  ( فييك و حفظك. 

I would like to apologize to those I have forgotten to mention, please forgive me. 
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